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In each of the questions, a word has been used in sentences

in five different ways. Choose the option corresponding to

the sentence in which the usage of the word is incorrect or

inappropriate.

Direction
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Q.14

RUN

(1)I must run fast to catch up with him.

(2)Our team scored a goal against the run of play.

(3)You can’t run over him like that.

(4)The newly released book is enjoying a popular run.

(5)The film is a run-of-the-mill production.
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Q.15

ROUND

(1)The police fired a round to tear gas shells.

(2)The shop is located round the corner.

(3)We took a ride on the merry-go-round.

(4)The doctor is on a hospital round.

(5)I shall proceed further only after you come round to

admitting it.
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Q.16

BUCKLE

(1)After the long hike our knees were beginning to buckle.

(2)The horse suddenly broke into a buckle.

(3)The accused did not buckle under police interrogation.

(4)Sometimes, an earthquake can make a bridge buckle.

(5)People should learn to buckle up as soon as they get into a

car.
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Q.17

FILE

(1)You will find the paper in the file under C.

(2)I need to file an insurance claim.

(3)The cadets were marching in a single file.

(4)File your nails before you apply nail polish.

(5)When the parade was on, a soldier broke the file.
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The following questions consist of a single sentence with

one blank only. You are given six words in pair, choose the

most appropriate pair of words as your answer.

Direction
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Q.18

Invest in oil-clearing wash for yourself and use it

religiously, by doing so, you are going to ensure you

_____ the oil build up that clogs pores on the skin.

(A) eliminate (B) pores (C) remove (D) smooth

(E) slack (F) convene

(1) A & E (2) A & C (3) D & F (4) B & C

(5) B & E
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Q.19

A woman said that she was facing a $500 fine from the

US customs agency after a free apple that she was given

as a snack on a plane was _____ in her bag.

(A) saw (B) remnant (C) found (D) plaint

(E) noticed (F) happened

(1) A & E (2) A & C (3) D & F (4) C & E

(5) B & E
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Q.20

The workout’s signature technique has the perfect

_____ of cardio, strength training and stretching to help

shape up your body, using its own weight to work out

every single muscle.

(A) divided (B) splurge (C) retired

(D) mix (E) confusion (F) blend

(1) A & E (2) A & C (3) D & F (4) B & C

(5) B & E
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In the following passage, there are blanks each of which

has been numbered as well as filled with a word which may

be appropriate in context of the passage or maybe not. If

the word highlighted is incorrect and needs improvement

then choose any one option suggested given below. But if

the given word is correct and requires no change then

mark (5) i.e. no change required as your answer.

Direction
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Insurance company shares haven’t been doing well ever since insurers

began to list on the czar (21) and SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.’s stock is no

formation (22). The stock gained over 1% on last week but is still 9.7%

down from its list price of Rs733. The gaga (23) performance of SBI

Life’s stock was partly because the IPO (initial public offering) price of

Rs700 was rich at a palpability (24) of four times its estimated embedded

value for the fiscal year 2018 (FY18). The company’s embedded value has

grown a decent 9.33% for the first six months of FY18. Given that the

second half of a fiscal year is typically stronger for life insurers, SBI Life’s

strong growth in most of its metrics portent (25) well for it.

Q.21

1) board  2) apex 3) bourses 4) exchange 5)NCR
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Insurance company shares haven’t been doing well ever since insurers

began to list on the czar (21) and SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.’s stock is no

formation (22). The stock gained over 1% on last week but is still 9.7%

down from its list price of Rs733. The gaga (23) performance of SBI

Life’s stock was partly because the IPO (initial public offering) price of

Rs700 was rich at a palpability (24) of four times its estimated embedded

value for the fiscal year 2018 (FY18). The company’s embedded value has

grown a decent 9.33% for the first six months of FY18. Given that the

second half of a fiscal year is typically stronger for life insurers, SBI Life’s

strong growth in most of its metrics portent (25) well for it.

Q.22

1) exception  2) inclusion  3) comprise  4) embodiment 5)NCR
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Insurance company shares haven’t been doing well ever since insurers

began to list on the czar (21) and SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.’s stock is no

formation (22). The stock gained over 1% on last week but is still 9.7%

down from its list price of Rs733. The gaga (23) performance of SBI

Life’s stock was partly because the IPO (initial public offering) price of

Rs700 was rich at a palpability (24) of four times its estimated embedded

value for the fiscal year 2018 (FY18). The company’s embedded value has

grown a decent 9.33% for the first six months of FY18. Given that the

second half of a fiscal year is typically stronger for life insurers, SBI Life’s

strong growth in most of its metrics portent (25) well for it.

Q.23

1) enthusiastic 2) tepid 3) agog 4) wacky 5)NCR
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Insurance company shares haven’t been doing well ever since insurers

began to list on the czar (21) and SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.’s stock is no

formation (22). The stock gained over 1% on last week but is still 9.7%

down from its list price of Rs733. The gaga (23) performance of SBI

Life’s stock was partly because the IPO (initial public offering) price of

Rs700 was rich at a palpability (24) of four times its estimated embedded

value for the fiscal year 2018 (FY18). The company’s embedded value has

grown a decent 9.33% for the first six months of FY18. Given that the

second half of a fiscal year is typically stronger for life insurers, SBI Life’s

strong growth in most of its metrics portent (25) well for it.

Q.24

1) valuation 2) gospel 3) evidence 4) certitude 5) NCR
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Insurance company shares haven’t been doing well ever since insurers

began to list on the czar (21) and SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.’s stock is no

formation (22). The stock gained over 1% on last week but is still 9.7%

down from its list price of Rs733. The gaga (23) performance of SBI

Life’s stock was partly because the IPO (initial public offering) price of

Rs700 was rich at a palpability (24) of four times its estimated embedded

value for the fiscal year 2018 (FY18). The company’s embedded value has

grown a decent 9.33% for the first six months of FY18. Given that the

second half of a fiscal year is typically stronger for life insurers, SBI Life’s

strong growth in most of its metrics portent (25) well for it.

Q.25

1) revelation    2) prodigy  3) rarity   4) augurs 5) NCR
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